The SEM examines your asylum application. For the duration of your stay at BAZ you will be assigned a legal representative free-of-charge, which is independent of the SEM. The legal representative advises and represents you in the asylum procedure: He/she will talk to you, accompany you to appointments at the SEM, inform you about the consequences of the asylum decision and possible further legal steps. You have the right to submit an appeal against an unfavorable decision to the Federal Administrative Court. Immediately after the interview, you are provided with documents allowing you to identify yourself in Switzerland. But you must not leave Switzerland. Asylum seekers are not permitted to cross borders. During the asylum procedure, the authorities determine where you will be accommodated. You cannot choose your place of residence.

The entire asylum procedure is confidential. Therefore, you can speak freely and without fear during the interviews. All persons involved in your asylum application may speak about it only with members of competent authorities. Neither your country of origin nor third countries, which could pass on information to your country of origin, will be informed about your asylum application in Switzerland. If you report on gender-based violence or persecution you have experienced, a same-sex team will be provided to you for the hearing.

If you are considering a possible return to your country of origin, you can ask for information, without obligation, from the Repatriation Advisory Office at the BAZ. Any advice has no influence on the outcome of your asylum procedure. The earlier you leave, the more return assistance you will receive, and the longer you wait, the lesser the return assistance you will receive. If your application for asylum application is rejected, you must leave Switzerland. If you do not leave Switzerland within the given time limit, you may be deported by the authorities using coercive means. In this case, you will not receive any return assistance.
Overview of the Asylum Procedure

You have submitted an application for asylum to the State Secretariat for Migration (SEM) and that is why you are now in a Federal Asylum Centre (BAZ). This brochure gives you information in brief about some of the important rights and duties during the asylum procedure. However, do take the time to read the more detailed factsheet on asylum procedures and contact your legal representative, if you have any questions.
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